The legendary Zbara civilization is one of the oldest one can construct.

Geographically, it is believed, originated, since once upon a time,

Since the Bronze Age.

on the private island in a very faraway distant Great Green Ocean.

"Zbara Island had 2.8% of arable land, mainly only apple orchards, and, as smaller family business, Zbaras were producing apple wood walking canes..."

"Exported only to Babilon?"

Babilon?

Babilon, yes.

... suddenly, the major climate change occurred.

And fresh sweet water oxygen bubbled springs appeared... from out of nowhere...

In the surrounding saety Green Ocean.

Sweet sweet springs turned out
to be full of precious...
- Magic magnetic blue pearls.
- Therefore, soon, 2baras became pearl divers.

As the most precious blue pearls were at the bottom of the very, very deep springs...
- Attached magnetically to the bronze spring beds, 2baras...
- Traditionally heavy cigarillo smokers...
- Were at their wits ends: how to get rich and stingy without giving up smoking?

...
- HERE THE DETAILED HISTORICAL SOURCES DRY OUT.
- WHAT WE KNOW FOR SURE, ZBARAS DID GET AS RICH AND AS STINGY AS RICH AND STINGY ONE CAN BE.
- APPARENTLY... WHAT HAPPENED?
- AFTER A LONG CONCENTRATED SNAPPY BRAINSTORM, ZBARAS CAME UP WITH THE BUSINESS PLAN BASED ON THE CONCEPT OF CULTURAL DIVERSITY.
- DIVER-CITY.
- FROM ALL OVER THE CONTEMPORARY MODERN ANCIENT WORLDS THEY COLLECTED VARIOUS HUMAN SUBSPECIMENS...
- 3... AT THE NUMBER.
- ... AND THE LARGEST EVER HUMANOID ZOO WAS CREATED TO EXIST.
- ON MARS?
- ... PEATOSY SOURCES MENTION 3 GUSAKS FROM BANIZBAT ISLAND AS VERY POPULAR ITEM WITHIN THE VAST COLLECTION.
- CHILDREN FAVOURITES!
- Apparently... again...
- Being promised jobs as Zoo entertainers, exhibits were tricked...
- By say 2baras, into becoming slave divers.
- Students?
- Slave pearl divers,
- 2baras promised naive folks jummy daily apple pies...
- Made using cocos flower from...
- Cocos Island.
- And spices from...
- Spice Island.
- Happy, happy, happy!
- "...
- End of pages missing.
- Therefore, non-apparantly.
- As destiny sometimes often never
  turning out to be a submissive bitch, the climate suddenly re-
  charged and one Zbara morning
  fresh sweet water oxygen bubbles
  Springs evaporated...
- Back to nowhere where they
  originally came from.
- Delivery of cocos flower from
  Cacos Island and spices from
  Spice Island (was cut off from
  today to today, after...
- After the first unpaid bill.
  ...
- Seems, stingy 2baras refused to
dent into their savings.
The slaves were jobless.

And as we know very well, when unemployment reaches the critical point, masses demand daily apple pies.

As no more cocos and no more spice, there are no more apple pies.

Sooner than soon, around the Blue Pear Roundabout, under the leadership of the mysterious folk hero Voternozi, the uprising exploded.

"Apple Pie Revolution?"

Is how it is known nowadays,

In mouth-to-mouth storytelling.
2 bars considered a move to capture and neutralize Veterinary. Veterinary's worst enencounter? Veterinary's re-evolutionary nickname was a secret one - how do you uncover someone's going around under a secret nickname?

"Glide and take, lets leave it now. for ever! smart 2 bars. Rhody agreed... the secret big safe vault, opened the secret, the safe, the precious "Magic Magnetic Blue Pearls" and the island forever, and ever. Letting the new owners of the 2 bars Island. Enjoy apples only diet.

In peace and tranquility."
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- constant green diarrhea.
- Happy, happy, happy.
- But...
- Yeah?
- Couldn't they renew the contract with Babilou?
- Yes. They could. That option was on the table... for grabs.
- And?
- The newly elected King Zotevnoz! refused the offer.

- Oh their way over the seven oceans, Zbaraš & spotted qu
- volcanic island.
- To their utter surprise, as the
Island was not to be there...

- After the scouts returned...

- Pterodactyle scouts!

- When pterodactyle scouts returned and reported on the island... almost...
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- ... Zbaras spontaneously decided to settle down,

- As exclusively and only the... Kangaroos populated the island, they gave it its first known name:

- Kakk-Koto Island.

...
Using the magic of magnetic bead pearls, 2 bars created permanent gigantic low tide; ocean waters receded... the island transformed into a mountain... 10,000 high.
... on its peak, a dormant clearly volcano.
In the crater of the volcano they built a 10 star hotel.
Called Blue Pearl Resort.
2.
To live there happily ever after.
For a while.

Another almost 1/100 bars continued their journey, taking with a small souvenir, Nemo-Zze, the giant Kangaroo, and arrived promptly to their planned escape dream settlement destination: Banizbat Island.
Using the magic blue pearls magnetic power, 26 bars created volcano shaped wind vortex, engulfing the island.

- 10,000 High.

- On the outskirts of... Pirrinacy, they built a 10 star hotel, called Blue Pearl Resort.
- To live there.

... 

- APPARANTLY... ON SHOPLIFTING:
  “Whatever is in the store, doesn’t belong to anybody yet.”

...